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Phonics Curriculum Booklet 

Intent 

At Bredbury St Marks, we are passionate about developing our children into confident and enthusiastic 
readers. We aim to provide our children with the stepping stones needed in order to succeed in achieving 
fluency and accuracy; we ensure that this is achieved through high quality and effective teaching. The 
children are taught daily, systematic and consistent high quality phonics teaching.  

Bredbury St Marks have chosen to teach phonics using a synthetic phonics programme called Read, Write 
Inc.  

‘In Read Write Inc. Phonic lessons, children learn to read accurately and fluently with good comprehension. 
They learn to form each letter, spell correctly, and compose their ideas step-by-step.’ 

Through this teaching we open the door for children to enter the world of reading and enjoy the 
independence that this skill provides. We make sure that pupils read books that are matched to their increasing 
knowledge of phonics and ability to read ‘tricky words’; so they experience early reading success and gain 
confidence that they are readers, as well as consolidating the learning that takes place in school. Children are 
taught in whole class or small groups; additional interventions in small groups or 1:1 are provided, if necessary. In 
EYFS and KS1, children take home a Read Write Inc scheme reading book that is matched their stage of phonic 
level.  

 

Implement 

To begin their Read, Write Inc journey the children in Nursery are exposed to a range of high- quality stories, 
poems, nursery rhymes and songs that encourage rhyme, rhythm and alliteration. ‘ 

Getting children to know and taught about stories is one of the most important parts of learning to read.’ 

Please refer to the Nursery handbook for a list of recommended stories, poems, nursery rhymes and songs 
(page 15). 

Once secure at holding their attention during stories their phonic teaching of Set 1 can begin in Summer 
Term. The children will still be exposed to stories etc. regularly and the taught sounds will be in addition to 
this and taught discreetly.  

Set 1 

The children begin their phonic journey in Nursery by learning the Set 1 sounds. Children learn a new ‘speed 
sound’ daily. They begin the journey of blending the sounds into words as soon as they know a small group 
of letters confidently. Once the children have learnt the first five sounds (m,a,s,d,t) they are then taught 
assisted blending using the sounds that they know. Lessons are used to support the children to identify the 
sounds they hear and blend them together to make a word. This includes the children being able to blend the 
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sounds verbally (Fred Talk) and telling the teacher the sounds within a word (Fred Fingers) this then 
progresses to the children recognising the Speed Sounds ‘grapheme’ and blending the letters to read simple 

words that include the Speed Sounds e.g. at, am. 
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Speed Sounds 

Each grapheme is referred to as Speed Sound. Each digraph, trigraph or split digraph is known as a Special 
Friend. Each sound taught has a flashcard representing that sound, on the reverse of the flashcard is the 
rhyme and image of how to write that letter. Please see the example for the Speed sound ‘M’ below.  

 

Green Words 

During the daily phonic lesson the children will also read Green Words. These words allow the children the 
opportunity to read words (Fred Talk) that include that newly taught sound. One side displays the word with 
sound buttons and the other without. During the lesson the teacher will use ‘My turn, Your turn’ 
opportunities to model how to read these words using the sound buttons, an opportunity will be given again 
later in the lesson for the children to read the Green Words without the buttons, allowing them to read it at 
speed.  
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Red Words 

Throughout the three sets the children will be learning Red Words (tricky words). These are ‘common words 
with a low-frequency grapheme’ e.g. said – the sound ‘e’ is written with the digraph ‘ai’. 

 

The children will also see the Red Words in their reading books and these will be highlighted in red. 

 

Nonsense Words 

As children build upon their knowledge of sounds they are taught to apply their decoding skills to any 
unfamiliar word, whether it be real or nonsense.  During lessons each day children will practice their 
decoding skills by sounding out nonsense words.  Children are unable to rely on existing knowledge of real 
words and instead have to use their letter-sound knowledge. There is a bigger focus on this skill in Year 1; as 
this is an important part of the Phonics Screening Check, which the children complete at the end of Year 1. 

 

 

 

Magnetic letters  
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During the phonic lesson the children will have the opportunity to use magnetic letters to spell their words, this is 
to be used as a time to practice spelling. 

 

Fred frog 

Every group will have their own Fred. It will be explained to the children that Fred cannot blend and 
needs help from the children to blend the sounds. 

 

Set 1 Sequence 
Set 1 sounds are taught in the following order.   

 

Set 2 
There are twelve Set 2 ‘speed sounds’ that are 
made up of two or three letters which represent just 
one sound, e.g.  ay as in play and igh as in high.  These are Special Friend sounds.  When children are taught 
Set 2 sounds they will also learn: 

● a simple picture prompt linked to the sound 
● a short phrase to say e.g. may I play 
● the letters that represent a sound (special friends) e.g. ay 

Set 2 Sounds 

Sound Phrase Green words 

m, a, s, d, t, i, n, p, g, o, c, k, u, b, f, e, l, h, sh, r, j, v, y, w, th, z, ch, qu, x, ng, nk. 
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ay May I play? Day, say, play, tray, today 

ee What can you see? See, feel, need, sleep, three 

igh Fly high Night, fight, flight, high 

ow Blow the snow Show, blow, flow, snow 

oo Poo at the zoo Zoom, moon, food, cool 

Oo Look at a book Look, book, good, hood 

Ar Start the car Star, bar, car, start, cart 

or Shut the door Sort, short, worn, horse 

air That’s not fair Fair, hair, chair, stair 

ir Whirl and twirl Whirl, twirl, shirt, skirt 

ou Shout it out Mouth, found, shout, loud 

oy Toy for a boy Toy, boy, employ, joy 

 

Set 3 

There are 18 sounds in Set 3. Set 3 continues introducing Special friends. It also introduces the 
concept of split digraphs. 

Set 3 Sounds 

Sound Phrase Green words 

a_e Make a cake Make, cake, flake, bake 

ea Cup of tea Neat, real, clean, please 

i_e Nice smile Hide, shine, white, nice 

o_e Phone home Phone, bone, home, spoke 

u_e Huge brute Tune, rude, June, perfume 

aw Yawn at dawn Saw, law, raw, straw 

are Share and care Bare, spare, scare, flare 

ur Nurse with a purse Burn, turn, hurl, burp, lurk 

ow Brown cow Howl, down, brown, frown 

oi Spoil the boy Join, coin, voice, choice 

ai Snail in the rain Paint, train, rain, pain 

e e: he, she, me, be, we He, she, we, be, me 

oa Goat in a boat Coat, throat, boat, float 
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ew Chew the stew Flew, blew, crew, new 

er A better letter Over, weather, never 

ire Fire, fire! Spire, conspire, hire, fire 

ear Hear with your ear Fear, dear, gear, spear 

ure Sure it’s pure Picture, mixture, adventure 

 
Additional sounds 

Sound Phrase Green words 

ue Come to the rescue! Rescue, blue, glue, clue 

ie Terrible tie! Ties, tried, pie, lie 

au Paul the astronaut Paul, August, author, pause 

e_e Go Steve and Pete! Even, Steve, Pete, theme 

kn Knock knock, 
who’s there? 

Knight, knee, knock, knit, knot 

ck Tick tock clock Clock, pick, black, snack 

  

 

Throughout Early Years and Key Stage One, children are taught in small and focussed groups to target their 
specific needs for phonics, alongside children of the same ability. These groupings are based on Read Write Inc 
assessments that are carried out at the start of each school year and then continue half termly.  With the teacher, 
the phonics lead then collates this information and regroups children based on their current skill level allowing 
progression for most children but repetition and support for those that need more time on a specific set of 
sounds.  This approach allows lessons to be focused and specific to the needs of the children.  Lessons are taught 
by both teachers and teaching assistants who are supported by the phonics lead in their delivery. 

Children’s learning is reviewed within each lesson and immediate intervention is provided to help plug/ 
consolidate the children’s learning. At the end of each half term every child is assessed on their learning. This 
is done through the Reading Assessment which assesses both reading and phonics. When the children are 
grouped, they may be assessed at the end of each set e.g. Set 1, Set 2 or Set 3 to help inform future planning 
or the end of each half term, whichever seems appropriate to the teacher.  
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Reading with Read, Write, Inc. 
In line with Government, guidance our phonic scheme is taught alongside the Read, Write, Inc’s reading 
scheme. Children are exposed to a different book over 3 taught sessions each week. Lesson plans for each 
book can be found in the schools Handbooks 1 & 2. There are in depth lesson plans to support teachers' 
lessons. During these sessions children will be able to apply their knowledge from their phonic lesson into 
their reading session by reading their Green and Red words.  

To support the teaching of reading Bredbury St Marks we have created a three reading cycle per book. This 
means that the children have (at least) three adult led reading sessions per book. This is to the discretion of 
the teacher – the children may need more sessions per book. 
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Session 1 
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Session 2 
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Session 3 
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Below is an example of what a typical reading cycle may look like.  

https://www.shirenewton.monmouthshire.sch.uk/_files/ugd/924500_2b4a2f5d5b694ad98edc84d6fd7d913b.p
df 

 

 

 

https://www.shirenewton.monmouthshire.sch.uk/_files/ugd/924500_2b4a2f5d5b694ad98edc84d6fd7d913b.pdf
https://www.shirenewton.monmouthshire.sch.uk/_files/ugd/924500_2b4a2f5d5b694ad98edc84d6fd7d913b.pdf
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 Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 Group 4 Group 5 

Monday First Read Activity 2 Activity 1 Third Read Second Read 

Tuesday Second Read First Read Activity 2 Activity 1 Third Read 

Wednesday Third Read Second Read First Read Activity 2 Activity 1 

Thursday Activity 1 Third Read Second Read First Read Activity 2 

Friday  Activity 2 Activity 1 Third Read Second Read First Read 

 

Activity 1 & 2  

Lessons for activity 1 & 2 are to be planned by the teacher. The teacher may choose activities that the group 
needs to practice/consolidate. This may look differently for each group/term/year. 

Examples of activities may be: 

● Nonsense word activity 
● Sound button activity 
● HFW/Red word Activity 
● Written comprehension  
● Handwriting - if appropriate 

 
More examples linked to the reading book can be found at the link below. 
https://www.oxfordowl.com.au/api/interactives/9655.html 

Children’s progress will be recorded on the Phonic Assessment Grid. Each child will have their (academic) 
progress recorded on the document throughout their phonic journey. Colours will be used to display the 
children’s progress, the same colours will be used on the Children’s Individual Phonic Assessment. 

 

Assessment 
The children will be assessed termly using the Read, Write, Inc. As they enter a new academic year they will 
be assessed on the Entry Assessment – following the schemes advice we will then assess the children after 
four weeks using Assessment 1. The children will then be assessed at least once every half term to allow 
effective groupings.  

To allow consistency across EYFS and KS1 the assessments will be carried out as followed. 

Entry Assessment – September 

Assessment– Four weeks after the Entry Assessment  

Assessment – End of A2 

Assessment – End of Sp1 

Assessment – End of Sp2 

Assessment– End of Su1 

Assessment – End of Su2 (Before progress meetings) 

https://www.oxfordowl.com.au/api/interactives/9655.html
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The teacher may use their own professional judgement to assess the children at different times e.g. to inform 
their future planning if they feel the children are secure and ready to move onto the next set.  

Please note: Any child still using the read, write inc scheme to read must be assessed half termly. 

 

 

Below is an example of the assessments – Assessment 2 

 

 

Assessment 2 - https://st-ambrose.sch.life/Files/Download/80b9e00e-37ab-40bd-82b6-
2e1619e985da/d20c1539-8f6b-49a1-9f8b-008ae559a35a/assessment%202.pdf  

 

https://st-ambrose.sch.life/Files/Download/80b9e00e-37ab-40bd-82b6-2e1619e985da/d20c1539-8f6b-49a1-9f8b-008ae559a35a/assessment%202.pdf
https://st-ambrose.sch.life/Files/Download/80b9e00e-37ab-40bd-82b6-2e1619e985da/d20c1539-8f6b-49a1-9f8b-008ae559a35a/assessment%202.pdf
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This assessment is recorded onto an ‘Individual Record’. See below. 
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The data collected will be inputted onto the Reading Assessment Grid by the class teacher (see 
example of Receptions below) 
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When staff are grouping the children their professional judgement will be taken into account and use to 
inform their future planning and groupings. Factors that will need to be considered is the child’s 
comprehension skills, fluency, maturity.  

The expected attainment for each year group is displayed below. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Once the children have fluency and comprehension in Grey books they will then move on from the Read, 
Write Inc. scheme onto ‘Reading Plus’ which is the scheme followed in KS2. 

 

Phonic Screen 

Children will be introduced to nonsense words throughout their phonic journey. The nonsense words are 
linked to the sound taught in that lesson. This is to prepare them for their phonic screen in Year 1.  To 
support children with the preparation of their Yr1 Phonic Screen every child must be exposed and taught all 
sounds across Set 1-3 and the additional sounds before the end of Spring Term.  

Year 1 

Children on track to pass the phonic screen will usually be scoring (approximate guide) 

November - 19/40 

February - 25/40 

April - 35/40 
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Year 2 

If a child has not passed their phonic screen in Year 1 then they will be given another opportunity in Year 2 
to pass the phonic screen. The child will continue to receive phonic lessons until they have passed the Read 
Write Inc programme and reading confidently and fluently on grey books. 

Children will be assessed on their phonic knowledge every half term. Children can only be put in the colour 
band if they are assessed as confident.  

 

Additional information 

 

Recording 

Children will record their phonic lessons in yellow books. Expectations of recording may differ 
between year groups and abilities.  

For example; 

Reception – Children to spell words on magnetic boards with letters. 

Recording of words or captions, then sentences when ready. 

Year 1 – Recording of captions or simple sentences that may be dictated. 

Year 2 – Recording of more complex sentences that are not dictated.  

 

The Learning Environment 

Frieze cards 

Frieze cards are to be displayed at a level (not too high) for the children to see and refer to. The frieze cards can be 
displayed on a washing line for the sounds of the week.  

 

 

Complex Speed Sound Chart 

Classrooms to have the complex speed sound chart on display to allow reference for children during opportunities 
to use phonics.  
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Sound Mats 

Children will have access to and be encouraged to use their sound mats during reading and writing opportunities. 
As they progress and begin to learn alternative spellings then they may refer to the individual sized Complex 
Speed Sound Chart.   

 

CPD 

All staff expected to teach/lead Read, Write Inc reading or phonics have been provided with training and 
support material by the phonics lead. This will be reviewed by the lead regularly through observations and 
staff voice or children’s assessments.  

 

Parental Involvement 

We will provide parents with meeting opportunities across EYFS and Year 1. During these meetings they will 
have a phonic sounds recap, taught how to add sound buttons to words, taught blending and segmenting, 
jargon discussion e.g. digraph, real and nonsense words, home reading books explained and its structure.  

Nursery – As part of the welcome meeting with parents  

Reception – As part of the welcome meeting with parents the EYFS teacher will introduce Read, Write Inc 
and offer advice, tips and expectations of phonics and reading. This meeting will explain the main concepts of 
the scheme; teach the parents how to say the sounds, support blending and segmenting and how to use the 
reading books. 

Year 1 – In Year 1 there will be a Phonic Screen Meeting with parents during Spring 1.  This meeting will 
inform parents of the upcoming Phonic Screen at the end of Year 1. Parents will be provided with resources 
and materials to support their child with focus on real and nonsense words.  

Year 2 – In Year 2 the parents will be invited to a meeting regarding the SATs Reading Test. 
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Impact 

With this scheme of teaching, we have seen evidence of children leaving KS1 as confident and successful 
readers. This has been evident in our assessments, data and observations of the children and their attitudes 
towards reading and phonics.   
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What about children don’t progress – SEND – how do we expose?  
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Home Reading Books 

 

When children have achieved fluency and comprehension on Grey books, they will then move onto the 
schools reading scheme. 

Parental involvement 

Staff training 

 

Training Resources 
 

Introduction 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fQCa3pmGX8Y&list=PLW-
Dpen99Aj5c4_uBZsCyTzSIDIPSyPLR&index=12  

 

Phonic Lesson – OU sound 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=znwzfLFac-k  

 

Fred Talk 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dEzfpod5w_Q  

 

Reading 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-6dSsXkD1wM&list=PLW-Dpen99Aj5c4_uBZsCyTzSIDIPSyPLR&index=15  

 

Alternative Spellings 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NRYiOcqyEs8&list=PLW-Dpen99Aj5c4_uBZsCyTzSIDIPSyPLR&index=17  

 

Fred Fingers 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5neppaNGky0  

 

Sounds 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TkXcabDUg7Q  

 

Top tips 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fQCa3pmGX8Y&list=PLW-Dpen99Aj5c4_uBZsCyTzSIDIPSyPLR&index=12
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fQCa3pmGX8Y&list=PLW-Dpen99Aj5c4_uBZsCyTzSIDIPSyPLR&index=12
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=znwzfLFac-k
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dEzfpod5w_Q
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-6dSsXkD1wM&list=PLW-Dpen99Aj5c4_uBZsCyTzSIDIPSyPLR&index=15
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NRYiOcqyEs8&list=PLW-Dpen99Aj5c4_uBZsCyTzSIDIPSyPLR&index=17
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5neppaNGky0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TkXcabDUg7Q
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i5O4yvZSOsc&t=2s  

 

Overview 

 https://ardtornish.weebly.com/uploads/3/0/0/3/30034975/read_write_inc_explanation.pdf  

 

https://www.oxfordowl.co.uk/api/interactives/27357.html  

 

https://home.oxfordowl.co.uk/reading/reading-schemes-oxford-levels/read-write-inc-phonics-guide/ - PARENT 
ADVICE 

 

 

 

https://www.whitehouseprimary.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/02/Phonics-and-SPaG-Handbook.pdf - 
booklet ideas 

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i5O4yvZSOsc&t=2s
https://ardtornish.weebly.com/uploads/3/0/0/3/30034975/read_write_inc_explanation.pdf
https://www.oxfordowl.co.uk/api/interactives/27357.html
https://home.oxfordowl.co.uk/reading/reading-schemes-oxford-levels/read-write-inc-phonics-guide/
https://www.whitehouseprimary.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/02/Phonics-and-SPaG-Handbook.pdf

